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The first guide to bridge the gap between medical and surgical gynecology 
Written by clinicians from the same department of Obstetrics and Gynecology responsible for the landmark bestseller Williams Obstetrics, this full-color text and atlas offers a complete overview of gynecology that no other source can match. In its pages, you'll find a templated, in-depth examination of the entire spectrum of gynecologic disease.

Supporting this unparalleled coverage are a gynecologic surgical atlas, and numerous comprehension-building algorithms, tables, and figures that clarify differential diagnoses and preferred management strategies for treatment. And unlike most multi-authored texts, Williams Gynecology has a consistent, even tone, as all of its editors and authors are affiliated with Parkland Hospital in Dallas.

FEATURES:

		Encyclopedic scope covers the full range of gynecologic disorders, from cancer and infertility, to urogynecologic disorders  .  .  
		Full-color atlas section consisting of 350 figures that illuminate operative surgical techniques -- created by the Director and students of the Biomedical Communications Graduate Program at UT Southwestern.    .  .  
		Strong procedure orientation, covering a wide array of surgical operations, which are illustrated in detail .  .  
		Numerous clinical algorithms and boxes highlighting differential diagnoses and best-practice treatment methods .  .  
		Experienced author team from Parkland Hospital that updated the classic Williams Obstetrics--the leading reference in obstetrics for over a century


About the Author

John O. Schorge, M.D., Joseph I. Schaffer, M.D., Lisa M. Halvorson, M.D., Barbara L. Hoffman, M.D., Karen D. Bradshaw, M.D., F. Gary Cunningham, M.D.--all of the.  Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology, University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center of Dallas; Parkland Health and Hospital System, Dallas, Texas.  
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Statistics Hacks : Tips &Tools for Measuring the World and Beating the OddsO'Reilly, 2006
Want to calculate the probability that an event will happen? Be able to spot fake data? Prove beyond doubt whether one thing causes another? Or learn to be a better gambler? You can do that and much more with 75 practical and fun hacks packed into Statistics Hacks. These cool tips, tricks, and...
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Communications Network Test & Measurement HandbookMcGraw-Hill, 1997

	As digital communications networks grow in use and size throughout the world, the need for accurate, reliable test and measurement procedures has increased tremendously. This unique handbook provides the only comprehensive coverage of all the methodologies, data, and reference material necessary to master network instrumentation. In this...
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UNIX and Linux System Administration Handbook (5th Edition)Addison Wesley, 2017

	UNIX® and Linux® System Administration Handbook, Fifth Edition,  is today’s definitive guide to installing, configuring, and maintaining any UNIX or Linux system, including systems that supply core Internet and cloud infrastructure.
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Boolean Functions in Cryptology and Information Security (Nato Science for Peace and Security)IOS Press, 2008
This book contains the proceedings of the NATO-Russia Advanced Study Institute (ASI) 'Boolean Functions in Cryptology and Information Security', which was held in Zvenigorod, Moscow region, Russia. These proceedings consist of three parts. The first part contains survey lectures on various areas of Boolean function theory that are of primary...
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Building  Wireless Community NetworksO'Reilly, 2001
In Building Wireless Community Networks, author and O'Reilly network administrator Rob Flickenger offers a compelling case for building wireless networks on a local level: They are inexpensive, and they can be implemented and managed by the community using them, whether it's a school, a neighborhood, or a small business. This...
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Beginning Joomla!: From Novice to ProfessionalApress, 2007
Do you want the ability to manage documents, photos, and other content over the Web but don't want to shell out thousands of dollars in proprietary solutions? Want to create an online community for your hobby or user group? You're not alone. For thousands of like-minded around the globe, the answer is Joomla!, an open source content management...
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